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The keepwild! climbing days 2015 in Val di Mello 
 

From 17th to 21st of September 2015, mountain wilderness Switzerland and Italy held the annual 
climax of the keepwild! campaign in Val di Mello, Italy. The campaign advocates for a respectful 
approach to climbing, that uses bolts in a very defensive, well reflected way and only where they are 
undeniably necessary. 

After a very rainy ascent, about 30 alpine climbers of all levels and ages , gathered in the idyllic Alpe 
Pioda to exchange ideas, learn and climb together – simpy to have a good time in this amazing rock 
scenery! 

The next few days showed themselves with some lovely wheather and besides some classic routes 
our days were filled with workshops on a variety of topics. Professional Alpinist and climbing teacher 
Silvan Schüpbach together with his assistant Mirko Storm shared their knowledge about mobile 
protection, crack climbing and rope handling with us in a very humerous yet sophisticated way. 

The classics climbed were routes like Kundalini, Luna nascente, Cristallo, L’Alba de Nirvana  and a 
forgotten route up the beautiful Torre Moai. Already on the very first day, a team of two decided to 
pay Monte Disgrazia a little visit – an undertaking that earned them the first price in the best-picture-
contest after dinner. 

Great thanks go out to our friends Massimo and Stefano of mountain wilderness Italy! They supplied 
us with great culinary treats, area information and an unbeatable, Italian-style warm-hearted 
hospitality. It was one big pleasure! 

The evenings were completed with presentations by Silvan Schübpach about the development of 
alpinism in Val die Mello as well as Andreas Trunz,  who gave a talk on the evolution of mobile 
protection gear. As informative as funny! 

In total, the third keepwild! climbing days were a great success and anew set a sign for the necessity 
to preserve wild and original routes next to plaisir climbs. Not only for daredevils, but simply for 
people seeking an intense and respectful approach to the ressource of <<climbable rock>>. 

Last but not least, big thanks to our event sponsors . To Patagonia for providing sustainable, highest 
quality clothing at the event, to wild country for test gear and theoretical input and to myclimate for 
helping  us neutralize our CO2-footprint. 

And most importantly: Thanks a lot to the participants! the keepwild! climbing days are what you 
make of them. And that was amazing! 
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